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ABSTRACT
There is a disproportional representation of women and people of color in orchestra and
classical music. Both on the stage and in the music being performed, white and male
musicians are more prominent than women and people of color. This disproportionality
impacts underrepresented people, especially young students.
A study was done to see if introducing students to successful women and people of color
who were musicians would increase student perceptions of success and inclusion in
orchestra. The study included 37 students from 5 public school orchestra programs. The
treatment was a series of pre-designed mini-lessons on underrepresented musicians.
Growth was measured through a pretest posttest design and analyzed using a paired t –
Test. Some statistically significant growth was shown during the study.
Discussion for future growth includes mention of groups already working to improve the
disproportionality of women and people of color in the classical music world.
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INTRODUCTION
Students are more likely to achieve success if they perceive themselves as being
successful. Whether they are learning to solve a complicated math equation or practicing
the violin, there is often an element of success that comes from more than just technical
knowledge. The perception of success may come from receiving congratulatory remarks
or encouragement, but it also stems from students knowing that they are capable of
achieving because they have seen others like them also achieve that success. This is
especially evident in the classical music world. While strong pedagogical practices are vital
to the growth of a young string player, there are many students who do not even consider
continuing in orchestra or classical music because they do not see it as a viable option for
themselves. Women and people of color are significantly underrepresented in professional
orchestras both on stage and in the music being performed. This is not because they are
inferior to their white and male peers, but because a cycle of underrepresentation has left
them with a subconscious understanding that this world is not for them. To correct this,
something must change during students’ education in music. One way to do this is to
strategically program music that represents people traditionally absent from the orchestral
stage: women and people of color.
While all teachers want their students to achieve success, the success of an orchestra
program is also affected by things beyond the teacher’s control. Music education is not a
high priority in the fight for public education funding. As a result, string orchestra classes
are woefully limited in time when compared to math or literacy classes at the same school.
Regardless of limited funding or time, public-school string teachers are still expected to
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meet the needs of enormous numbers of students. These teachers are stretched across
buildings, grade levels, and sometimes outside of their own instrumental expertise, while
accommodating some of the largest class sizes in their schools.
These issues are compounded in an urban public school orchestra classroom, which
is often home to even larger populations of students of color. While a mid-to-high income
school orchestra program can build upon foundations formed in a student’s private lessons,
an orchestra program in a low-income urban public school must frequently provide all
instruction that a student receives on their instrument without the aid of outside tutoring.
This is not the only obstacle in the urban public school orchestra classroom. Lack of access
to instruments, minimal reinforcement of pedagogical practices at home, as well as a
perceived lack of cultural relevance to and representation of minority students all pose
problems. Poverty, however, does not inherently prevent student success. Programs such
as El Sistema have found success, even in the harsh economic realities of Venezuela,
through the aid of government funding and adequate instructional time with trained
professionals. Unlike school programs in the United States, El Sistema is nationally
supported and funded completely by the Venezuelan government, including compensation
for older students who stay in the program for many years (Lesniak, 2012). In the United
States, many excellent youth orchestra programs exist outside of the school system, funded
by participant tuition. Unfortunately, these programs are often out of reach for a lowincome family, limiting the likelihood that a low-income student would be able to
participate in these programs outside of their school day.
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Despite these challenges, there are still things within a teacher’s control that can
increase success for their students. According to a study on student self-efficacy and music
performance by McPherson and McCormick (2006), “teachers should pay more attention
to their students’ perceptions of their own personal competence,” because this perception
of success is statistically tied to the student’s likelihood to continue in music. They go on
to say that “teachers can influence their student’s self-beliefs about their own ability,” and
that it is vital for teachers to take action that supports student’s perceptions of their own
success and inclusion in music. One of the greatest ways that teachers can do this is by
strategically planning the music they use in their orchestras.
Choosing music for a public-school orchestra program can be challenging.
Directors must balance the technical playing abilities of their students with their own desire
to create a well-rounded program to present at their concert. While it is important to
represent different musical styles for the sake of student learning and audience engagement,
one often-overlooked factor to consider is the representation of minority and women
composers in repertoire choices.
Western music history is full of admired composers who earned love and fame
through their accomplished musical output. The majority of these composers, however, are
white and male. While there were women and people of color who composed, many of
these people did not reach nearly the same level of fame as their white male counterparts.
Because of this, their music (and sometimes even their names) remains relatively unknown
to the general population. This fact impacts the music community at the professional and
educational levels even today. High level ensemble musicians, as well as the music they
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program, often reflect this race and gender disproportionality. Because a large portion of
the population is not represented on or off stage, young students are often subtly
discouraged from participating in music (DeLorenzo, 2012). Studies also showed that
female students differed from their male peers while performing, showing lower
confidence and higher anxiety levels while performing (Wehr-Flowers, 2006). Female
students do not have the same level of interaction with music and musicians who are also
female. It is likely that their lack of access to music by people of their gender has impacted
their perceptions of their ability to be successful while performing, especially in
comparison to their male peers.
Many students who attend public schools are neither white nor male. While these
students can still learn and grow as musicians when studying the music of white and male
composers, it is important for students to receive an inclusive education that embraces
diversity of race and gender identity. Beyond this, non-minority students can also benefit
from exposure to diverse programming that helps expand their world view (Calloway,
2009). In the public-school setting, this comes down to inclusive music planning choices
by teachers.
Advocates for inclusivity work in other fields to encourage young women and
people of color to pursue fields in which they are often underrepresented. STEM programs
reach out to underrepresented populations to build them up and support them in math and
science. Musicians must also do this work by helping young students to engage with music
and musicians who are culturally relevant and representative of the students themselves.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature reviewed for this study included the topics of equity in education,
public education, as well as the disproportional absence of women and people of color from
orchestra programs and their repertoire choices. Since many underrepresented people also
live in urban communities, additional attention was given to the urban public school setting.
In order to understand why one should care about the urban public school orchestra
classroom, it is vital to first understand the systematic inequity found in urban
communities. The concept of the urban public school in the United States can be traced
back as early as 1880 and the end of the American Civil War. Cities grew into cultural
centers, becoming home to a multitude of diverse people. Although these cities saw the
rise of many positive things, they also became the center of crime and pollution. Eventually
large numbers of middle-class white families exited the city for the promise of something
better, creating the divide between urban and suburban (Anderson & Summerfield, 2010).
Urban neighborhoods are some of the most diverse in the nation, often comprised
largely of minority racial and ethnic groups. Unfortunately, these communities are also
some of the poorest in the nation. This tie between race and socio-economic status has not
gone unnoticed. Cholewa and West-Olatunji found that “[h]igh-poverty schools have
higher percentages of African American and Latino American students, as well as limited
English proficiency students” and that “nearly half of the students in schools attended by
the average African American or Latino American student are impoverished” (Cholewa &
West-Olatunji, 2008). Ideally, these factors of race or socio-economic status would never
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negatively influence the educational opportunities of a child. But as Doyle observes,
“[a]lthough national laws provide for a ‘free and equitable education’ for all children, a
close examination of the state of education in suburban and urban schools reveals many
complex and varied issues concerning the availability and equity of quality education”
(Doyle, 2012). When urban schools do not have the same opportunities and access as their
suburban counterparts, students of color are disproportionally impacted.
This inequity manifests in various ways. Many urban schools have inadequate
facilities; buildings are lacking enough classrooms to support growing populations, or even
the budget for simple upkeep. Students in an urban community are more likely to
experience violence, drug-abuse, or truancy, which leads to higher drop-out rates. In
addition, the majority of teachers in urban settings, where many of the largest minority
populations live, do not come from the same racial or ethnic background as their students
(Doyle, 2012). In a study, teachers in urban schools found the parents in their schools to be
the least connected to school when compared to rural or suburban schools (Droe, 2014).
Cultural discontinuity occurs for many minority students in public schools because of the
huge variation between the culture they experience at home and the culture they experience
at school. This can lead to psychological distress and lowered academic success (Cholewa
& West-Olatunji, 2008). It is because of these trends that strong instructional practices and
strategies for student engagement and success are even more vital to an urban public school
classroom. Students need to feel that the education they are receiving is relevant to them,
and they need to be given opportunities to see and achieve success.
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Although these inequities are present across every subject area, they noticeably
affect orchestra. Art and music programs are often at risk for program reduction or
elimination, but string orchestras are at an even larger disadvantage than band or choir.
According to the research of Droe (2014), “string instruction appears to be offered the least
often among low-[socio economic status] schools.” Schools that do offer orchestra struggle
to maintain consistent ensembles because of high student mobility (DeLorenzo, 2012).
Beyond the question of simply offering orchestra, the issue of funding instruments for
students is ever-present. These struggles are often unfairly used as arguments against the
viability of an orchestra program in a public school.
This logic, however, is flawed. When a school struggles to help students achieve
success in math or literacy it does not claim that either subject is no longer viable for its
students. The school takes steps to improve its instructional practices in order to better meet
the needs of its students. We must do the same thing for an orchestra program. In “Missing
Faces from the Orchestra: An Issue of Social Justice?” DeLorenzo (2012) states that
“[a]lthough lack of resources indicates part of this complex problem, there is something
greater at stake: if educational quality is pivotal in creating an educated society, then
inequality among the schools marginalize those who are most needy in society.” Action
must be taken in order to better serve our students, especially those who do not have the
same access to supplemental education outside of the school day.
Ultimately, one of the greatest aspects of inequality comes from an inequitable
quality of education, not just a lack of physical supplies. One of the hallmarks of a
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successful string program is the addition of private lessons for a student, as well as the
ability to attend high quality concerts. This is not a reality for all families of young string
students. In addition to the previously mentioned multitude of logistical and financial
hurdles to student development, public school teachers are also more likely to be split
across greater numbers of students and schools, sometimes teaching instruments they
themselves are not fully proficient in. In spite of this, public school teachers must be able
to provide even more for their students in order to ensure that they reach success.
It should also be mentioned that the lack of access to high quality string instruction
does not only impact students, but the future of music in the entire community.
DeLorenzo’s research shows that “less than 2% of [major professional symphony]
orchestral musicians are black or Latino” (DeLorenzo, 2012). If urban centers are largely
populated by minority groups, why do the orchestras in those urban centers have so few
black or Latino members? This disproportionality points to the fact that minority students,
found largely in urban public schools, do not have the same quality orchestral instruction
as their white and suburban peers. Social justice implications aside, the classical music
scene is missing out on a huge section of the population as participants and/or consumers.
If students do not have a strong enough string education they will not possess the skills
necessary to perform beyond high school, let alone at the professional level. Additionally,
professional ensembles lacking a diverse and accurate depiction of their community then
lose the wealth of experience added by voices of color. Every musician contributes
experience from a variety of backgrounds, cultures and experiences, and each voice adds
unique and valuable input to the culminating project. The current classical music scene is
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devoid of the experience and talent found in minority communities, and this imbalance
points to the fact that young minority students have a barrier in place when reaching for
success in orchestra.
Beyond the impact on the professional orchestra’s ability to create music, the
absence of black and Latino musicians on stage also affects their representation in the
audience. The classical music community continually struggles to overcome criticism that
it is out of touch with the current consumer. While the argument is often made that the
orchestra’s choice of music is to blame, I argue that the absence of people of color on stage
also has a growing impact on the disconnect felt by communities off stage. People are
drawn to things that look and feel familiar. Likewise, students are more likely to believe
that they can be successful in a given area when they see someone who looks like them
accomplishing it first (DeLorenzo, 2012). This concept is frequently overlooked by people
who come from majority subgroups, not out of malice but because it is not a shared
experience. Regardless, lack of representation of people of color in the professional
classical music community is something that must be taken into consideration when
exploring ways to increase the inclusion and success of students of color.
People of color are not the only population underrepresented in the professional
orchestra setting. Women have also experienced exclusion on and off the stage. As Mary
Brown Hinely (1984) points out in “The Uphill Climb of Women in American Music,”
[a] devastating problem for women composers was the lack of performances of
their work. Composers usually proved themselves in an established medium before
risking a hearing for experimental works. Women seldom had their compositions
performed while they were still “current,” and the cycle had to begin all over again.
This resulted in a parallel problem: composers needed to hear their works to
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evaluate them. Their growth toward musical maturity depended on this. It was
almost impossible to create music in an aural vacuum no matter how excellent the
composer’s inner ear might be. The fact that until 1975 the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra had played only three works by American women in its entire history
was stark evidence of the problem. The end result was the exclusion of women from
the mainstream of musical composition.
Many women composers faced obstacles when trying to get their music published and in
the hands of the public. Challenges like this explicitly discouraged women from continuing
careers in music, regardless of how well they were able to write music.
When looking at the disproportionally low number of women who work or have
worked as professional musicians, one important thing to note is the influence of traditional
gender roles on women throughout history. The normal trajectory for most women was to
get married, have children, and take care of the home and their husband. Women were not
seen as being successful outside of these roles. Clara Schumann was an extremely talented
pianist and composer, but even she lamented that “I once thought that I possessed creative
talent, but I have given up on this idea; a woman must not desire to composer – not one
has been able to do it, and why should I expect to” (Baker, 2003). She did not know of
successful women in the field of music, and that directly impacted her perception of her
own abilities.
Although more and more women have careers outside of the house today, they still
struggle to receive the same compensation and status as men (Hinely, 1984). Female music
students may not face daily discrimination due to their gender, but studies have shown that
they lack confidence when compared to male students. According to the Wehr-Flowers in
the Journal of Research in Music Education (2006), “this lowered confidence level can
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affect what course of study girls choose to take, resulting in an influence on college and
career decisions based on ‘illusions of incompetence’ instead of ability.” Baker (2003)
points also out that “women will be more likely to pursue a career in composition if they
are aware that many women before them were successful composers, in spite of sexual
discrimination and lack of educational opportunities.” Student perceptions of success are
linked to their knowledge of people like them who have already achieved success.
Women are disproportionally underrepresented on stage, both in the musicians
themselves and the music being performed. Many well-known professional orchestra
ensembles are made up of predominantly white and male musicians (Elliott, 2010). This
issue highlights the cycle of subliminal discouragement for students from underrepresented
populations. When students do not see people who look like them on the orchestra stage,
many feel like it is a place where they do not belong (DeLorenzo, 2012). Access to and
interaction with are key to encouraging students to participate in orchestra programs
(Abeles, 2004), but beyond simply offering the chance to play an instrument or attend a
concert, it is also important to demonstrate inclusivity through intentional programming of
music and composers from underrepresented populations.
The purpose of this study was to examine student perceptions of success and
inclusion in a public-school orchestra program, specifically regarding race/ethnicity and
gender. The purpose of this study was not to place blame or judgement on public school
teachers, or to demonize white and/or male composers. Instead, the results should be
looked at as an opportunity for growth when looking for ways to best serve and represent
our increasingly diverse populations. Classics by famous composers should still be
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included in repertoire choices, but they should also be programmed alongside a diverse
representation of composers from various races, ethnicities, genders, and backgrounds. The
following research questions were asked: do students know about musicians who are
women and people of color? Do female students and students of color vary from their white
or male peers in perceptions of their own success and inclusion in orchestra? Does the
inclusion of music by women and people of color in an orchestra classroom have a positive
impact on student perceptions of success and inclusion?
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METHOD
Middle and high school level public school orchestra teachers in a large urban
school district in a Midwestern state were asked to have their students participate in this
study. According to the school district’s website, the district had a student population of
nearly 33,000. The demographics of the district as a whole were 38.1% White, 26.3%
Hispanic, 20.25% African American or Black, 8.2% Asian, 6.6% Multi-Racial, 0.4%
Native American, and 0.2% Pacific Islander. The demographic breakdown of individual
schools varied slightly, but the school orchestra programs had enrollments that did not vary
significantly from their school and district racial and ethnic demographics.
The study was designed to take place over ten class periods, with each day
consisting of roughly ten to fifteen minutes of instruction or activities. The first activity for
all students was completing the pre-treatment survey. Students self-disclosed their race and
gender. For race, students were given the choices listed among the racial demographics of
the school district. Students were then put Students were asked to disclose their gender
identity as either male, female, or other/non-binary/gender non-conforming. For the sake
of this study, students were then grouped into two groups based on race: students of color
(SOC) or white students (WS). They were also put into two groups for gender: female
students (FS) or non-female students (NFS). Students were then asked to respond to fifteen
statements regarding their knowledge and perceptions of orchestra musicians, as well as
their own perceptions of their inclusion and ability to be successful in orchestra. For each
statement, students could circle Very True, Sort of True, Neutral/Not Sure, Sort of False,
or Very False.
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Following the initial survey, teachers began the treatment: a series of ten preformed
mini-lessons highlighting musicians who are women and people of color. The mini-lessons
were created and presented in the form of a PowerPoint presentation, with each day
consisting of approximately five slides of information. The topics of the days of instruction
were Starting the Conversation, Music by Black Composers, El Sistema and Gustavo
Dudamel, Asian Composers, Women Composers, Classically Trained Hip Hop Stars,
Women Performers You Should Know, Latin American Composers, People of Color on
Stage, and Recap. The treatment was not intended to inform students of every single
women or person of color who has found success in music, but merely to highlight some
particularly interesting people and encourage them to continue learning more about
underrepresented musicians. In addition to bullet points of information, the daily lessons
also included links to video clips, artist websites, and social media pages where available.
Five teachers volunteered to incorporate the study in one of their classes. Of these
five teachers, one had already begun implementing a pilot version of this project wherein
at least half of the music their students were playing had been composed by women and
people of color. Because of this, the results of this group were kept separate from the rest
of the reporting students. Participating teachers chose one of their school orchestras to
complete the study with. Since the study was extremely low risk, all students took part in
the classroom activities. Consent forms were given to students and families, however, and
only those students with completed consent forms had their results included in the study.
Approximately 30% of the students who received the treatment turned in consent forms to
have their results included in the study. Of these students (N=37), 28 were female, 8 were
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male, and 1 was non-binary. 19 students were white, and 18 were people of color. The pilot
program had 8 students consent to have their results included. Of the 8 students, 7 were
female, 1 was not female, 1 was white, and 7 were people of color. The remaining nonpilot program students (N = 29), 21 were female, 8 were not female, 18 were white, and 11
were people of color.
Table 1 Demographics of participating students

Pilot program

Non-pilot
program

Total

Female students

7

21

28

Non-female students

1

8

9

White students

1

18

19

Students of color

7

11

18

Total number of students

8

29

37

After completing the final day of lessons, students were given the same survey that
they completed at the start of the study. Student responses were scored (Very True = 5,
Sort of True = 4, Neutral/Not Sure=3, Sort of False=2, Very False=1) and analyzed using
a paired t-Test.
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RESULTS
Results were analyzed by grouping students of a like demographic and comparing
their pre-treatment and post-treatment results to the results of their peers. Students of color
(SOC) results were compared with white students’ results; female students’ (FS) results
were compared with non-female students’ (NFS) results. The test used to analyze results
from was a paired t-Test, and results with a p score of less than 0.05 are considered to be
statistically significant changes.
While mean scores before and after the treatment showed a slight increase, the pilot
program students did not have a statistically significant growth from the pre-treatment to
the post-treatment. Their pre-treatment survey results, however, were higher in every
category than their non-pilot program peers.
Table 2 Pre-treatment comparison of pilot program and non-pilot program SOC mean
scores
Pilot

Non-Pilot

4

3.18

I have learned about composers of color

4.29

3.55

I have played music by composers who are people of color

4.43

3.45

I believe people of my race can be successful in orchestra

4.71

3.64

I frequently play music by people of my race

3.42

2.45

I want to play music by people of my race

4.71

4.36

I know about people of my race that are successful
orchestra musicians
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Table 3 Pre-treatment comparison of pilot program and non-pilot program FS mean scores

I know about people of my gender that are successful
orchestra musicians
I have learned about female composers
I have played music by female composers
I believe people of my gender can be successful in
orchestra
I frequently play music by people of my gender
I want to play music by people of my gender

Pilot

Non-Pilot

4.86

4.24

4.29

3.05

4.14

3.62

4.71

4.57

4.86

3.10

4.57

3.9

Statically significant (p < 0.05) differences in answers were found in female
students’ responses to learning about female composers and playing music by people of
their gender. This is likely due to the fact that the pilot program had strategically
programmed and introduced music by female composers throughout the school year.
When comparing the pre-treatment survey responses to the post-treatment survey
responses of students in the non-pilot group, an increase of mean score was observable for
students on questions geared toward race. Statistically significant growth was shown by
students of color on the statement “I know about people of my race who are successful
orchestra musicians,” as well as for all students on the statement “I have learned about
composers who are people of color.”
Students of color had a lower mean score than their white peers on every single
statement except for the statement “I want to play music by people of my race.” This fact
alone points to the need for inclusive programming choices. in orchestra classrooms.
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Table 4 Non-pilot program mean scores by race
SOC
(Pre)

SOC
(Post)

WS
(Pre)

WS
(Post)

I know about people of my race that are
successful orchestra musicians

3.18

4.45

4.67

5

I have learned about composers who are people
of color

3.55

4.82

3.56

4.78

I have played music by composers who are
people of color

3.45

3.72

3.61

3.83

I believe people of my race can be successful
in orchestra

3.64

4.45

4.72

5

2.45

3.27

4

4.67

4.36

4.73

3.22

3.67

I frequently play music by people of my race
I want to play music by people of my race

Similar to the trends seen on statements regarding race, student mean scores
increased on statements regarding gender, as seen in Table 5. An exception to this was the
statement “I want to play music by people of my gender.” Non-female students’ responses
actually decreased slightly (but not statistically significantly), potentially because they
learned about other composers they were interested in.
Statistically significant growth was seen in female students on the statements “I
know about people of my gender who are successful orchestra musicians,” “I have learned
about female composers,” and “I have played music by female composers.” The fact that
there was significant growth on the final statement is interesting. The ten-day time period
that this study took place during was short enough that students were not given new music
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during it. This means that the growth was because students learned more about composers
they had already interacted with, not just because they were introduced to new people.
Many students had already played music by female composers, but were unaware of that
fact until they learned about them during the study.
Within the NFS group, there was one student who did not show any growth in
knowledge when asked about composers of their gender. This was due to the fact that the
student was non-binary, and suggestions for further study in this area are expanded upon
in the discussion section of this paper.
Table 5 Non-pilot program mean scores by gender

I know about people of my gender that are
successful orchestra musicians

FS
(Pre)

FS
(Post)

NFS
(Pre)

NFS
(Post)

4.23

4.81

3.63

4.25

3.05

4.81

4

4.61

3.62

4.38

4

4.38

4.57

5

4.1

5

3.1

3.76

4.25

4.25

3.9

4.61

3.75

3.38

I have learned about female composers
I have played music by female composers
I believe people of my gender can be
successful in orchestra
I frequently play music by people of my gender
I want to play music by people of my gender
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to examine student perceptions of success and
inclusion in a public-school orchestra program, specifically regarding race/ethnicity and
gender. The following research questions were asked: do students know about musicians
who are women and people of color? Do female students and students of color vary from
their white or male peers in perceptions of their own success and inclusion in orchestra?
Does the inclusion of music by women and people of color in an orchestra classroom have
a positive impact on student perceptions of success and inclusion?
When looking at whether or not students knew about women and people of color
who were orchestra musicians, there was obvious growth throughout the course of the
study, especially for female students. Students of color did not have the same level of
growth. This could be due to several reasons. Some of the statements referred to knowledge
of musicians that were the same race as the student; however, certain groups of people were
more prevalent than others within the lessons students experienced. Native American and
Pacific Islander people were also not represented in the presentation, simply due to a
difficulty in finding appropriate examples of orchestra musicians from those groups. When
analyzing results, all students of color were included in the same group because there were
not enough students of each sub-group to give accurate representation.
This study also focused on female vs. non-female, but future research could explore
the number of students who identify as non-binary or gender non-conforming. As
underrepresented as females are, there are next to no composers or classical musicians who
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identify as non-binary or gender non-conforming. The only student to show zero growth in
knowledge of composers of their gender was the one non-binary student who reported
back. Gender identity continues to be a topic of great importance under the lens of social
justice and equitable educational outcomes, and further research could help to encourage
and support even more students.
Some students gave feedback on the survey, pointing out that the term ethnicity
would be a more accurate description of people than race. They also commented that they
would prefer the term Latinx, the gender-neutral term for people of Latin American
descent, as opposed to Hispanic. For the sake of this study, the choice was made to follow
the public school district’s terminology when referring to race and ethnicity. Future studies,
however, could address the complexities of race and ethnicity, as well as breaking down
specific groups of people who are more severely underrepresented in orchestra.
When comparing the results of female students and students of color to their male
and white peers, the former scored themselves lower on nearly every single statement.
Students of color had the lowest mean scores of any of the groups. The exception to this
was for students of color was on the statement “I want to play music by people of my race.”
Female students also scored lower on average than their male peers, with the exception
being their response to the mirrored question “I want to play music by people of my
gender.” It is obvious that female students and students of color desire to see themselves
represented in the music that they are experiencing, but they do not currently perceive
themselves to be represented in the same ways that their male and white peers do.
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Beyond growth throughout the study, students responded with more extreme
answers (Very True or Very False) when the question related to the element of their
demographic that was underrepresented. For example, students of color were more likely
to respond with Very True or Very False than their white peers, who were more likely to
respond with Sort of True, Sort of False, or Neutral. It is possible that students who
routinely do not see themselves represented in class are predisposed to have stronger
opinions about equity.
As previously mentioned, students within the pilot program scored themselves
higher than their non-pilot program peers. This is unsurprising, as they had spent months
playing music by women and people of color. The noticeable difference in their scores,
though, speaks to the validity of this study. The more access that students have to music
by diverse composers, the more likely that students traditionally underrepresented in
orchestra will feel successful and included.
It is important to note that this study related to student perceptions, not necessarily
whether or not their teachers had programmed music by women and people of color. Some
teachers lamented that their students answered that they did not play music by the
underrepresented populations, even when they currently had music in their folders that fit
this description. Regardless of whether or not the students interacted with music that
represented them, if they were not made aware of that fact, a change in their perceptions
would not have occurred. Creating an inclusive classroom is an active process. It requires
teachers to address the topic daily.
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Orchestra teachers are often focused on preparing students for their next
performance. Because of this, taking the time to teach about composers and musicians, let
alone those from underrepresented populations, often falls to the wayside. The importance
of these things cannot be undervalued, though. Owens and Weigel (2018) point out that,
[w]hile race and class are sensitive topics for most educators, it is important for
those who work with students of color, especially students of African descent, to
acknowledge that race does matter to many of those living at the crossroads of race
and poverty in the United States. This acknowledgment may go a long way to
establish a credible relationship with youth who are stigmatized and marginalized
based on their socio-economic background. Some black youth growing up in
poverty may not be willing or able to engage in formal or informal learning that
does not account for the role that race, culture and ideology play in public
schooling.
Even for the teacher determined to program music by women and people of color,
finding appropriate music for their public-school orchestra can be challenging. Much of
the music readily available on popular educational music purchasing websites is still by
white males. It is possible that there is a shortage of repertoire written by women or people
of color which is at the appropriate difficulty level for public school students. Future
research could also include a look into music publishing companies and their publishing
practices. If it is true that it is harder to find music by women and people of color, future
research could examine barriers in place within publishing companies that promote
inequality.
Although

there

are

many

challenges

to

overcoming

the

systemic

underrepresentation of women and people of color in orchestra, there are several
organizations making great strides to help fix this inequality. One such organization is the
International Alliance of Women in Music. According to their website, the IAWM (n.d.)
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“is an international membership organization of women and men dedicated to fostering
and encouraging the activities of women in music, particularly in the areas of musical
activity such as composing, performing, and research in which gender discrimination is an
historic and ongoing concern.” This organization is the culmination of several groups that
were originally formed during the women’s rights movements. Today the international
group has over five hundred members who work to ensure diversity and inclusion in the
field of music. Beyond simply promoting women, the IAWM also strives to represent
people of all cultures and backgrounds, including factors such as gender identity and
ethnicity. Methods through which they strive for equity include sponsoring the creation of
new music by women as well as helping to catalogue music by women throughout history
in collegiate level textbooks.
Another organization working to catalogue music by underrepresented people is
Music by Black Composers. Started by world renown violinist Rachel Barton Pine, MBC
strives to “[inspire] Black students to begin and continue instrumental training, [make] the
music of Black composers available to everyone, and [help] to change the face of classical
music through greater diversity.” Many composers of color struggled to gain the same
notoriety as their white peers. Because of that, much of their music throughout history is
relatively unknown. MBC has uncovered music by Black composers from as early as the
1700’s, and from countries all across the globe. In addition to cataloging their music, MBC
is also working to create a series of method books that incorporate the music they have
found (Pine, 2018). By doing this, they hope to broaden the scope of music that young
string musicians encounter, helping to break the cycle of underrepresentation in orchestra.
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Similarly to MBC, the Sphinx Organization is a “social justice organization
dedicated to transforming lives through the power of diversity in the arts” (Dworkin, n.d.)
While MBC started with the desire to catalogue music by an underrepresented community,
Sphinx focuses on building up people of color to help them achieve success in music. They
have four key areas of focus: education and access, artist development, performing artists,
and arts leadership. Educationally, the provide unique performance opportunities for Black
and Latinx musicians, from ensembles to competitions. Sphinx also sponsors high level
soloists and ensembles and offers leadership training to qualified individuals. Their efforts
are making great strides in rectifying the current imbalance of representation in orchestras.
While issues like systemic underrepresentation of women and people of color in
orchestra can seem insurmountable, small steps can create huge change. Even in the publicschool orchestra classroom, thoughtful changes in priorities can impact student perceptions
of success and inclusion. It may be challenging to find appropriate educational literature
by women and people of color, but the challenge is worth the positive outcome for students.
If the majority of music programed is by white men, students could possibly not be
receiving a well-rounded music education. Beyond being well-rounded musicians, students
could potentially be left feeling like the orchestra is not a place they can find success simply
because they never see themselves represented in the music they experience. These facts
are not pointed out to place blame on teachers, but to point out an opportunity for growth
in the way we serve our students. When students do not experience an inclusive education
in music during their formative years of orchestral instruction, the result not only affects
them but the music community as a whole. This means that all advocates of a strong music
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community should also advocate for equitable representation of women and people of color
at all levels of orchestra, from public school to the professional symphony.
This study had a total contact time of roughly one hundred minutes. In that short
amount of time, growth in student perceptions of success and inclusion was shown.
Imagine the possibilities for students if a full year of instruction included consistent
inclusion of women and people of color. Highlighting successful women and people of
color in music may not fully solve the systemic social justice issues that our society faces.
However, the time spent investing in our underrepresented students has the opportunity to
impact not only the public-school orchestra, but the entire classical music world as a whole.
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APPENDIX A
STUDENT PRE/POST SURVEY
Name______________________________

1. I identify as:

2. I am:

(Male)

(White)

(Female)

Date____________________

(Other/Non-binary/Gender non-conforming)

(Black or African American)

(Pacific Islander)

(Multi-Racial)

(Hispanic)

(Asian)

(Native American)

3. I know about people of my gender who are successful orchestra musicians.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

4. I know about people of my race who are successful orchestra musicians.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

Sort of False

Very False

Sort of False

Very False

5. I have learned about female composers.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

6. I have played music by female composers.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

7. I have learned about composers who are people of color.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

8. I have played music by composers who are people of color.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

(Other)
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9. I feel like my gender is not represented in orchestra music, either on stage or in the
music that is played.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

10. I feel like my race is not represented in orchestra music, either on stage or in the
music that is played.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

Sort of False

Very False

11. I believe that I can be successful in orchestra.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

12. I believe that people of my gender can be successful in orchestra.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

13. I believe that people of my race can be successful in orchestra.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

14. I frequently play music written by people of my gender.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

Sort of False

Very False

Sort of False

Very False

Sort of False

Very False

Sort of False

Very False

15. I frequently play music by people of my race.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

16. I want to play music by the people of my gender
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

17. I want to play music by people of my race.
Very True

Sort of True

Neutral/Not Sure

STUDY TREATMENT
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